
Strategic Planning Committee Task Force – Clean Power Plan Meeting No. 01 
September 18, 2015 

Southwest Power Pool 
SPCTF Clean Power Plan

 Friday, September 18, 2015 
Teleconference 

• M I N U T E S  •

Agenda Item 1 – Call to Order and Administrative Items 

SPCTF Clean Power Plan Chairman Mike Wise called the meeting to order at 9:00 AM.  Other Task 
Force members on the teleconference included:  Richard Ross (AEP); Burton Crawford (KCPL); Lauren 
Quillian (Xcel); Dennis Florom (LES); Wayne Penrod (Sunflower); and Dale Niezwaag (BEPC).  SPP Staff 
included Lanny Nickell, Michael Desselle, Bruce Rew, Nick Brown, Sam Ellis, Jay Caspary, Sam 
Loudenslager, and Dustin Smith.  Other participants dialed in to the call (Attendance – Attachment 1). 

Agenda Item 2 – Review Task Force Scope 

Mike Wise reviewed the Task Force Scope of activities (Clean Power Plan Review Task Force Charter – 
Attachment 2).  In response to an inquiry about the Task Force focus being quantitative or Qualitative in 
nature, Lanny noted that it would depend upon what is being requested of the Task Force.  Staff would 
provide quantitative support to the extent resources are available.  The concept of coordinating with other 
working group efforts was discussed and an addition to the scope was added by consent of the Task 
Force.  The new item would be “8. Ensure coordination with other SPP Working Groups”.   

Agenda Item 3 – Summary of Federal Plan 
Sam Ellis presented a summary of the Proposed Federal Plan (Clean Power Plan Proposed Federal Plan 
– Attachment 3) and responded to questions throughout his presentation.  Sam committed to compile a
list of all reliability issues related to the concern expressed that EPA may not have considered all 
interactions between the Federal plan and the potential state plans for the region.  Task Force members 
expressed their appreciation for the summary and review and noted that the information was generally 
consistent with their own companies’ internal assessments of the Rule. 

Agenda Item 4 – Preview Webinar Content 
Lanny Nickell previewed the planned Clean Power Plan Webinar content (SPP’s Webinar on the EPA’s 
Clean Power Plan – Attachment 4).  He noted that the purpose of the webinar was to: 

1. Introduce SPP to the Air Regulators in the SPP states;
2. Describe the previous analyses SPP performed;
3. Describe SPP’s Reliability role as contemplated in the Final Rule; and,
4. To encourage cooperative working relationship amongst SPP and the state air regulators.

Task Force members supported the introduction of SPP to the intended air regulator audience and 
cautioned SPP to avoid the notion that SPP is responsible for resource planning.  Stakeholders provided 
advice and suggestions on how to tailor and improve the presentation for the intended audience. 

Agenda Item 5 – Next Steps 
Mike Wise noted that the Task Force has 2 deliverables: 

1. Policies/recommendations to the SPC; and,
2. Comments of the Federal Implementation Plan.

The Task Force agreed to a recommendation from Burton Crawford to ask the members regarding the 
question of supporting either the Mass Based versus Rate Based approach.  Staff committed to perform a 
survey.  Richard Ross expressed AEP’s expectation is that a “qualitative” assessment of the Mass versus 
Rate-based approach would be appropriate and is not interested in a quantitative assessment.   

Agenda Item 6 – Summary of Action Items 

Action Items are: 
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• Modify the Scope per discussions; 
• Develop list of reliability issues; 
• Modify Webinar content consistent with Task Force discussions; 
• Conduct member survey on Mass- versus Rate-Based approach preferences; 
• Schedule follow-up meeting. 

 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Michael Desselle 
Secretary 
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STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE TASK FORCE – Clean Power Plan 
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•  A G E N D A  •  

 

1. Call to Order and Introductions ............................................................................................................... Mike Wise 

2. Review Task Force Scope ......................................................................................................................... Mike Wise 

3. Summary of Federal Plan ........................................................................................................................... Sam Ellis 

4. Preview Webinar Content ................................................................................................................... Lanny Nickell  

5. Next Steps ................................................................................................................................................ Mike Wise 

6. Action Items .................................................................................................................................. Michael Desselle 







Electric Reliability Considerations

• The EPA will consult with planning authorities in 
developing the federal plan

• Accepting comments on whether to include set-aside 
allowances for reliability emergencies

• EPA believes both rate-based and mass-based 
approaches contain sufficient flexibility to mitigate 
reliability issues
– EPA believes reliability safety valve is not needed for the 

federal plan

• EPA may not have considered interactions between 
federal plan and potential state plans for a given 
region
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
Clean Power Plan Review Task Force Charter 

Organizational Group Scope Statement 
August 25, 2015 

Purpose 
The Clean Power Plan Review Task Force (CPPRTF) is responsible for reviewing the 
EPA’s Clean Power Plan (CPP) and proposed Federal Plan (FP), recommending the 
role that SPP should play in assisting states’ compliance approaches, and informing 
Staff and Member dialogue with environmental regulators. 

Scope of Activities 
In carrying out its purpose, the CPPRTF will: 
 

1. Review the CPP and the EPA’s proposed FP. 

2. Summarize grid reliability, energy market, and strategic implications within 
SPP and between SPP and its neighbors resulting from: 

a. Development of state plans across the SPP region in an uncoordinated 
and inconsistent fashion, given the options afforded states by the EPA 
in the final rule. 

b. Implementation of proposed carbon trading market rules contained in 
the EPA’s proposed FP. 

3. Qualitatively assess implications of rate-based versus mass-based 
compliance approaches and the interoperability between the two approaches.  

4. Recommend any comments SPP should submit in response to the proposed 
FP. 

5. Evaluate opportunity for SPP to facilitate or play a role in formation of a 
regional carbon trading market. 

6. Recommend SPP’s role in assisting states’ compliance approaches. 

7. Develop educational materials for the members, RSC and environmental 
agencies.  



 

8. Ensure Coordination with other SPP Working Groups 

 

 
Representation 
CPPRTF membership consists of up to 7 representatives from the Strategic Planning 
Committee, including the chair.  Meetings are open, however by sufficient notice; the 
CPPRTF may limit attendance during specific portions of a meeting by an affirmative 
vote of the CPPRTF for reasons that are consistent with the SPP Bylaws. 
 
Duration 
Temporary 

Reporting 
The CPPRTF reports to the Strategic Planning Committee.     
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Clean Power Plan
Proposed Federal Plan 
Summary

CPPRTF 9/18/2015



Introduction
• The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has 

proposed a federal plan to implement CO2 emission 
guidelines defined in the Clean Power Plan 

• EPA will implement the federal plan in any state that 
does not submit an approvable state plan as described 
in the Clean Power Plan

• The federal plan proposes two approaches:
– Rate-Based plan

– Mass-Based plan

• Federal plan will provide a framework for trading of 
credits/allowances between parties
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Introduction
• States may submit plans that incorporate portions of 

the federal plan
– Encourages state adoption of federal trading rules

 Facilitate interstate trading of emissions credits or allowances

• EPA proposes that states may submit partial plans
– “Carve out” areas where states wish to adopt areas 

different from federal plan

• Proposes distinct compliance periods
– 3 years (2022-2024), then 3 years (2025-2027)

– 2 years (2028-2029), and then every two years after
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Purpose of federal plan

• A model for state plans
– Model rules in federal plan are “presumptively 

approvable” by the EPA

• Applies to state plans that are disapproved (in whole 
or in part) by the EPA

• Applies to states that do not submit a federal plan
– States initially without an approved plan may transition 

to a state plan later

5



• Rate-based
– Applied to specific 

resources

– Target is pounds of CO2
per MWh

– Emissions Rate Credits
 “ERCs”

 “Zero CO2” per MWh

• Mass-based
– Applied to specific states 

(or regions)

– Target is short tons of 
CO2 per state

– Emissions allowances
 More similar in concept 

to existing emissions 
programs

Two proposed approaches

6

ERCs and allowances generally may not be comingled



RATE-BASED PROPOSAL
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Rate-Based Approach: Goals & Standards
• Requirements for compliance rest on affected 

generation (EGUs) in the form of federally enforceable 
emission standards expressed as a rate of emissions of 
CO2 per unit of energy output (lbs./MWh)

• Emission performance rates and standards are defined 
separately for two subcategories of EGUs:
– Natural gas-fired stationary combustion turbines

 i.e., Natural Gas Combined Cycle Units (NGCC units)

– Fossil fuel fired Steam Generating Units (SGUs)
 i.e., utility boilers and Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle 

units (IGCC units)  
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Mechanism for Emission Crediting
• EGUs subject to emission performance requirements 

will either:
– need to emit at or below emission rate standards, or

– acquire Emission Rate Credits to achieve compliance

• Emission Rate Credits (ERCs): 
– Tradable units that represent 1MWh of electric 

generation (or reduced electricity usage) with zero 
associated CO2 emissions

– Used to adjust the measured and reported CO2 emission 
rate of an affected EGU

– Issued on an annual basis
9



Mechanism for Emission Crediting (cont’d)
• ERCs will be issued for: 

– Affected EGUs that perform at a rate below the 
emission rate standard
 CO2 emission rate compared to an emission rate standard

– Affected Natural Gas Combined Cycle units
 Incremental generation; shifting from steam

 Special ERCs that can be applied to fossil steam (GS-ERCs)

– New nuclear units and additional nuclear capacity

– Renewable Energy providers; including Biomass

• Responsibility for validity of the ERCs rests with the 
EGU

10



Federal Plan and State Plan Interactions
• Interstate Trading

– EGUs within states that are covered by the federal plan 
will be allowed to trade ERCs with each other

• States entering/exiting trading program
– The rate-based trading federal plan may be replaced by 

a state plan for a future compliance period; the new 
plan would go in effect at the beginning of a compliance 
period 

11



Rate-Based Approach, Other Items

• ERCs will be registered and tracked in EPA’s allowance 
tracking system (ATCS)

• EGUs may assign designated representatives

• Specific standards proposed for Evaluation, 
Measurement and Verification (EM&V)
– EPA proposes that “control area operators” provide 

monthly data for renewable energy credits

• EPA seeks comment on timeframes for reporting and 
truing up accounts
– Propose November following end of compliance period

12



MASS BASED PROPOSAL
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Mass-Based Approach Overview

• Allowances (short tons of CO2) created for maximum 
authorized emissions for affected EGUs

• Each state may determine its own approach for 
distributing allowances

• Proposes distinct compliance periods
– 3 years (2022-2024), then 3 years (2025-2027)

– 2 years (2028-2029), and then every two years after

• Resulting allowances may be traded 

• Some allowances set aside for other uses
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Initial Distribution of Allowances

• Allowances for entire compliance period distributed at 
the same time
– Allowances may be applied to different years within the 

compliance period

– EPA proposes that unused allowances may be banked 
for future compliance periods

• Proposed to distribute based on affected EGUs’ share 
of historic generation 2010-2012
– Some normalization applied

– State mass goals then applied to EGUs pro rata

– EPA seeks comments on other distribution methods
15



Massed-Based Set Asides

• Allowances will be set aside from state goals for the 
following:
– Output-based allocation

 Used to discourage “leakages” in combined-cycle generation

 All compliance periods except for first

– Renewable Energy (RE)
 Allowances for eligible RE projects

 All compliance periods

– Clean Energy Incentive Program
 Used to encourage early action

 First compliance period only
16



Leakages

• Federal and state plans must address leakages
– Incentives using set-asides to shift generation from 

affected to non-affected EGUs

– States may provide other evidence that leakages will 
not occur, for example
 State regulation of emissions for new fossil EGUs

 Allocation method of allowances to counteract incentives

 Demonstration that leakages are unlikely to occur
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Mass-Based Other Considerations
• Generation retirement

– Units that do not operate for 2 consecutive calendar 
years continue to receive allowances for a period of 
time

– Also applies to units modified or reconstructed such 
that they’re no longer an affected EGU

• Tracking
– Tracking similar to already-existing emissions rules

– Uses existing tracking and compliance (ATCS)
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Mass-Based Other Considerations
• True-ups

– Period of time after end of period to trade and record 
allowances

• States have much flexibility in allocating allowances
– Even if otherwise operating under federal plan

– Interstate regions

– Allowance auctions

19



Clean Energy Incentive Programs (CEIPs)

• Incentives for achieving CO2 reductions early

• Provisions proposed in both rate- and mass-based

• Allocated ERCs or allowances based on
– Incremental wind and solar

– Demand-side energy efficiency in low-income 
communities

20



Southwest Power 
Pool’s Webinar on 
the EPA’s Clean 
Power Plan



• Welcome and Introduction to SPP……………………………………Mike Ross

• Overview of SPP

• Operations…………………………………………………………………Bruce Rew

• Transmission Planning……………………………………………….Lanny Nickell

• SPP’s Clean Power Plan Analyses……………………………………..Lanny Nickell

• Clean Power Plan Reliability Provisions……………………………Matt Morais

• Future Coordination between SPP and States………………….Lanny Nickell

3

Agenda
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INTRODUCTION TO SPP



Independent System Operator (ISO) /
Regional Transmission Organization (RTO) Map
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SPP is a FERC-Approved RTO
• Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs) are 

independent, non-profit organizations that ensure 
transmission grid reliability, provide non-discriminatory 
access to the transmission system, and optimize supply 
and demand bids for wholesale electric power

• Minimum characteristics and functions of an RTO are 
specified in FERC’s Order 2000

• Services provided in accordance with a FERC approved 
transmission tariff

• Reliability functions performed in accordance with 
mandatory FERC approved reliability standards



December 7, 1941
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9 Days After the Bombing of Pearl Harbor…

• SPP Founded in 1941 with 11 members

– Utilities pooled electricity to power
Arkansas aluminum plant needed
for critical defense

• Maintained after WWII to continue 
benefits of regional coordination

8



Members in 14 States 
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Arkansas
Kansas
Iowa
Louisiana
Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
New Mexico
North Dakota
Oklahoma
South Dakota
Texas
Wyoming



Our Membership Profile
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Category Number
Cooperatives 18
Investor Owned Utilities 18
Independent Power Producers/
Wholesale Generation

13

Municipal Systems 13
Marketers 12
Independent Transmission Companies 11
State Agencies 8
Federal Agencies 1

TOTAL 94
As of August 27, 2015



Operating Region  
• 575,000 miles of service 

territory

• Nearly 18 million 
people

• 825 generating plants

• 4,782 substations

• Approximately 56,000 
miles transmission:
⁻ The 56,000 miles of 

transmission lines in SPP’s 
footprint would more than 
twice circle the earth!
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2014 Energy Capacity and Consumption (MWh)
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18.9%

58.8%

.1%

2.5%

11.8%

7.9%

46.50%

35.40%

1.10%

11.45%

.02%

3.43%

2.03%

.07%

Capacity Consumption
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Annual Average Wind Speed



Wind Energy Development
• Wind “Saudi Arabia”: Kansas, Oklahoma, Nebraska,   

Texas Panhandle, New Mexico
– 60,000-90,000 MW potential

– More wind energy than SPP uses during peak 
demand

• 9,700 MW capacity of in-service wind

• 16,900 MW wind under development

14
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Solar in the U.S.
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Regulatory Environment

• Incorporated in Arkansas as 501(c)(6) nonprofit 
corporation

• FERC — Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
– Regulated public utility
– Regional Transmission Organization

• NERC — North American Electric Reliability Corporation
– Founding member
– Regional Entity



• Independent Board of Directors

• Members Committee

• Regional State Committee

• Markets and Operations Policy Committee

• Strategic Planning Committee

• Working Groups

17

Governance



• Facilitation

• Reliability Coordination

• Transmission Service/
Tariff Administration

• Market Operation 

• Standards Setting

• Compliance Enforcement

• Transmission Planning

• Training

Our Major Services

Regional 
Independent
Cost-effective
Focus on reliability

18
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SPP’s Services and Reliability Functions

Reliability Coordinator

Transmission Planner

Transmission Provider

Interchange Coordinator

Planning Coordinator

Balancing Authority

Transmission Service

DA & Spot Energy Markets

Transmission Planning

Market Monitoring

Generation Interconnection

Congestion Management

Pursuant to SPP’s FERC-Approved Tariff Pursuant to NERC Reliability Standards

Today…

…Future
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OVERVIEW OF SPP OPERATIONS



Operations Characteristics

• SPP operates regionally and power flows on the path 
of least resistance

• Power does not follow state boundaries but 
electrically based on metered areas

• SPP responds to the price signals provided by market 
participants in their load bids and generation offers

• Operations always prepares for an event to happen

• Response to events are based on impact and time 
frame to respond but always to keep the lights on

21



• Reliability Coordinator

• Balancing Authority

• Market Operator

Operations Major Services

22



Reliability Coordinator

• Monitor grid 24 x 365  

• Anticipate problems by continuously doing 
detailed transmission system studies

• Take preemptive action when necessary to prevent 
cascading outage

• Coordinate regional response prior to and after 
events happen

• Independent decision making on all activities

23



Balancing Coordinator

24

• Monitor Load/Generation 24 x 365  

• Monitor tie flows for ~400 ties

• Monitor Real-Time load and generation to balance
• Balance load and generation every 4 seconds
• Dispatch most economical units in a reliable manner

• Respond to loss of generation or load in region



Market Concepts: What is a Market? 

Wholesale Energy Market:

25

Sellers/
Producers

• Utilities
• Municipals
• Independent 

Power 
Producers

• Generators
• Power 

Marketers

Buyers/
Consumers

• Utilities
• Municipals
• Load Serving 

Entities 
(LSEs)

• Power 
Marketers

Locational 
Prices

• Driven by 
Supply and 
Demand at 
defined 
locations

Products

• Energy
• Operating 

Reserves
• Congestion 

Rights



Integrated Marketplace Overview
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Key 
Components

Day-Ahead (DA) 
Market

Real-Time Balancing 
Market (RTBM)

Transmission 
Congestion Rights 

(TCR) Market

Products

Energy

Operating Reserve 
(Regulation Up, 

Regulation Down, 
Spinning, 

Supplemental)

Congestion Rights



Day-Ahead Market

• Determines least-cost solution to meet energy bids and 
reserve requirements

• Participants submit offers and bids to purchase and/or 
sell energy and operating reserves the day prior to 
operating day:

– Energy

– Regulation-Up

– Regulation-Down

– Spinning Reserve

– Supplemental Reserve

27



Real-Time Balancing Market
• Balances real-time load and generation committed by the 

Day-Ahead Market and Reliability Commitment processes

• Operates on continuous 5-minute basis

– Calculates Dispatch Instructions for Energy
and clears Operating Reserve by Resource

• Energy and Operating Reserve are co-optimized

• Settlements based on difference between results of RTBM 
process and Day-Ahead Market clearing

• Charges imposed on Market Participants for failure to 
deploy Energy and Operating Reserve as instructed

28
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OVERVIEW OF SPP TRANSMISSION 
PLANNING



• Perform near and long-term reliability 
assessments of the transmission system in 
accordance with NERC TPL Standards

• Develop annual transmission expansion 
plans in accordance with Attachment O of 
the SPP Tariff

30

SPP’s Planning Role

• Recommend transmission expansion plans and projects 
to the Board for approval

• Direct construction of Board approved projects 
(Notification to Construct)



SPP’s Transmission Planning
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SPP Transmission Expansion Plan (STEP)

Transmission Service

Generation Interconnection

Integrated Transmission Planning

Balanced Portfolio

High Priority

Sponsored

Board Approval Required Board Endorsement Required

Upgrade Type



SPP Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP)

• Develop EHV “highway” vision

32

ITP20

ITP10

Near 
Term

Implementation

Conceptual

• Develop “highway/byway” system

• Develop “byway” & “local” system



Transmission Build Cycle

3
3

GI Study
(12 mo.)

NTC
Process

(3-12 mo.)

Construction
(2-6 yr.)

Planning Study
(12-18 mo.)

TS 
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NTC
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(2-6 yr.)
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½
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8 
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Transmission Planning Process

GI and Transmission Service Process
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SPP’s CPP ANALYSES 



• SPP performed three assessments

– Reliability Impact Assessment: Assessed impact of EPA’s projected 
generator retirements on transmission system and resource 
adequacy (Oct 2014) 

– Regional Compliance Assessment: Evaluate changes to existing 
resources and resource plans needed to comply with CPP under a 
regional compliance approach (Apr 2015)

– State-by-State Compliance Assessment: Evaluate changes to 
existing resources and resource plans needed to comply with CPP 
under a regional compliance approach (Jul 2015)

• All assessments performed on draft rule

36

SPP’s CPP Impact Assessments
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SPP’s Reliability Impact Assessment
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EPA’s Projected 2016-2020 EGU Retirements

*Excludes committed retirements prior to 2016
**Extracted from EPA IPM data
***THESE RETIREMENTS ARE ASSUMED BY EPA – NOT SPP!



• What happens if CPP compliance begins and generator 
retirements occur before generation and transmission 
infrastructure is added?

‒ Inadequate generation capacity

‒ Inadequate transmission system capacity

• What happens during CPP compliance after replacement 
generation capacity is added but before additional transmission 
infrastructure is built?

‒ Inadequate transmission system capacity

• Both scenarios identified a risk of electric service interruptions 
and potential violations of NERC standards

39

Reliability Impact Assessment Summary
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Reliability Risks Identified
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SPP’s Compliance Assessments



Objectives of Assessment 

• Evaluate the impact of the EPA’s draft Clean Power Plan on 
existing resources and resource expansion plans resulting 
from state-by-state and regional compliance

• Provide an “apples-to-apples” comparison of the state-by-
state compliance impacts with regional compliance impacts

• The assessment does NOT:

– Prescribe the best or only compliance approach

– Include cost of transmission expansion, congestion, gas 
infrastructure, or market design changes

– Take a position on the appropriateness of the EPA’s 
proposed state goals
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Assessment Steps

• Estimate SPP’s share of the EPA’s carbon emissions goals 
for states containing assets that operate within SPP

• Develop a 2030 Business as Usual Reference Case utilizing 
Stakeholder approved datasets

• Evaluate carbon reduction measures for the SPP region

– Apply reasonable carbon cost adders

– Implement incremental resource plan changes capable of 
meeting the regional emission goal and each state’s 
emission goal

43



SPP State Emission Goal Estimates

State
EPA 2030 Target Rate 

(lbs/MWh)
SPP 2030 Target Rate 

(lbs/MWh)
Arkansas 910 1,577
Iowa 1,301 1,548
Kansas 1,499 1,499
Louisiana 883 1,656
Missouri 1,544 1,432
Nebraska 1,479 1,479
New Mexico 1,048 744
North Dakota 1,783 1,761
Oklahoma 895 969
South Dakota 741 368
Texas 791 1,302
SPP N/A 1,324 44



Assessment of Regional Carbon Cost Adders
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State-by-State Carbon Cost Adders

• Assumed SPP market structure remains intact

• Initially performed analysis to determine variable 
carbon cost adders by state, but this approach proved 
to be difficult and infeasible

• Ultimately decided to leverage carbon adder analysis 
performed in regional analysis
– Utilize flat carbon cost adder

– Take additional measures for states not meeting goals

46



Converted 
Resources

Compliance Resource Plan Comparison

47

Additional 
Retirements



Costs of CPP Compliance Approaches Assessed
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48*The compliance approaches assessed were based on EPA’s draft rule issued June 2014 and do not include cost of transmission expansion, 
congestion, market enhancements or other infrastructure.



Coal Capacity by Capacity Factor
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Summary of General Conclusions

• State-by-state compliance will be more costly than 
regional compliance

• More new generation and transmission infrastructure 
likely needed for state-by-state than for regional 
compliance

• Individual state compliance plans will be difficult to 
manage and co-exist in the Integrated Marketplace

• State-by-state approach will reduce Integrated 
Marketplace benefits more than a regional approach

50
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CPP RELIABILITY PROVISIONS



Reliability Assessments
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Changes intended to reflect EPA's commitment to 
reliability:

• Requirement that each state demonstrate in its final plan 
that it has considered reliability issues, including 
consultation with reliability or planning agency

• Mechanism for a state to seek a revision to its plan in case 
unanticipated significant reliability challenges arise

• Reliability safety valve to address unanticipated events or 
other extraordinary circumstances causing a conflict 
between environmental and reliability requirements 



Demonstration of Reliability Consideration
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• Must be included in state plans submitted to EPA

• EPA suggests consulting with ISOs/RTOs or other 
planning authorities (PAs)
– At least once during plan development

– Continuing dialogue during development 

• Documentation in state plans should include
– The consultation process

– Response and recommendations of PA

– State’s response to any recommendations 



Plan Revisions due to Reliability Issues
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• States may propose plan revisions to deal with 
reliability threats, as long as required emission 
performance is maintained

• EPA will review proposed revisions in accordance with 
40 CFR part 60.28

• If expeditious review needed, state must document 
reliability risks by providing a separate analysis from 
applicable ISO/RTO or other PA
– Must include a statement that there are no practicable 

alternative resolutions to the risks



Reliability Safety Valve 
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• RSV provides

– 90-day period during which an EGU not 
required to meet its emission standard

– Period after initial 90-day period during which 
EGU allowed to operate under alternative 
standard with plan revisions that offset 
resulting excess emissions



Reliability Safety Valve – Initial Period
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• Affected state required to notify EPA within 48 hours
– Description of emergency situation, affected EGU(s), and 

modified emission standard for affected EGU

• State must provide second notification within 7 days
– Full description of emergency, need for modified standard, 

how the state is coordinating with Reliability Coordinators 
(RCs) and PAs to alleviate the problem, and maximum time 
the affected EGU will operate in modified manner

– Written concurrence from RC and/or PA confirming 
existence of reliability threat and supporting the temporary 
modification

– Any analyses performed by the RC/PA



Reliability Safety Valve – After Initial Period
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• State must notify EPA at least 7 days prior to end of 
initial 90-day period whether reliability issue still exists

• If so, the state must inform the EPA it will submit a 
revised plan expeditiously
– Must include a second written concurrence from RC

and/or PC confirming continuing reliability issue and 
that the alternative standard for the affected EGU is 
required

• Any state that experiences a second reliability 
emergency that creates conflict within its plan must 
revise its plan so that it is flexible enough to prevent 
recurrences of conflicts due to reliability issues
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FUTURE COORDINATION BETWEEN 
SPP AND STATES



General Thoughts about Compliance Approach
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• SPP studies indicate a regional approach to compliance 
is better than state-by-state approaches

• Studies show there are merits to development of 
regional carbon trading markets

• States are encouraged to coordinate with each other 
and to proactively develop plans rather than waiting for 
EPA’s Federal Plan to be imposed on them

• SPP stands ready to assist any way that it can to ensure 
a reliable, cost effective approach to compliance



Coordination with SPP
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• SPP is the Planning Authority and Reliability Coordinator 
for its Region and is available to assess state plans for 
reliability impacts to the SPP region

• We encourage states to begin coordination with SPP 
early and often during the development of state plans 

• We encourage states to determine their expectations 
for SPP’s role in the consultation process early so that 
SPP can appropriately schedule resources

• States with multiple RTOs/PAs/RCs should be aware of 
potential for overlapping impacts that could require 
broader coordination 



SPP States with Multiple Planning Authorities
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State PA, in addition to SPP
Arkansas MISO

Iowa MISO
Louisiana MISO

Minnesota MISO

Missouri
MISO
Associated Electric Cooperative

Montana
NorthWestern Corporation
Bonneville Power

New Mexico
El Paso Electric Company
Public Service Company of New Mexico

North Dakota MISO
Oklahoma Associated Electric Cooperative

South Dakota
MISO
WAPA - Rocky Mountain Region
Black Hills Corporation

Texas
MISO
ERCOT
El Paso Electric Company

Wyoming

Bonneville Power
Black Hills Corporation
NorthWestern Corporation
PacifiCorp
WAPA - Rocky Mountain Region



SPP Contact Information
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• For any questions, ideas, concerns, requests, etc. 
related to SPP’s role in the Clean Power Plan, contact:

David Avery

Director, Corporate Communications
501-688-2320

davery@spp.org



Additional Information
SPP’s 2014 Reliability Assessment Report 
http://www.spp.org/publications/CPP%20Reliability%20Analysis%20Results%20Final%20Version.pdf

SPP’s 2014 Letter to EPA
http://www.spp.org/publications/2014-10-09_SPP%20Comments_EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602.pdf

SPP’s 2015 Regional Compliance Assessment Report
http://www.spp.org/publications/SPP%20Regional%20Compliance%20Assessment%20Report.pdf

SPP’s 2015 State-by-State Compliance Assessment Report
http://www.spp.org/publications/SPP_State_by_State_Compliance_Assessment_Report_20150727.pdf
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http://www.spp.org/publications/CPP%20Reliability%20Analysis%20Results%20Final%20Version.pdf
http://www.spp.org/publications/2014-10-09_SPP%20Comments_EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602.pdf
http://www.spp.org/publications/SPP%20Regional%20Compliance%20Assessment%20Report.pdf
http://www.spp.org/publications/SPP%20Regional%20Compliance%20Assessment%20Report.pdf
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